PART 6
ELECTRICAL WORK
SECTION 600
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

600.01 STANDARDS AND CODES. - The following are the standards and code applicable to electrical work. The latest revision at the time of receipt of Bids shall be used.

American National Standards Institute (ANSI)
American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM)
American Wire Gage (AWG)
California Administrative Code, Title 8, Subchapter 5
California Administrative Code, Title 24

Electrical Safety Orders
General Order 95 of the Public Utilities Commission
Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE)
Institute of Traffic Engineers (ITE)
Insulated Power Cable Engineers' Association (IPCEA)
National Electrical Code (NEC)
National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA)
National Electrical Safety Code (NESC)
National Fire Protection Association (NFPA)
Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA)
Rules for Overhead Electrical Line Construction
San Francisco Electrical Code (SFEC-84)
Underwriters' Laboratory (UL)

600.02 PERMITS. - The Contractor shall obtain, at his own expense, prior to start of any electrical work in buildings and in other locations outside of street areas, all necessary permits from the Department of Public Works for the work covered by the specifications,
and shall deliver the certificate of final inspection to the Engineer upon completion of the work. City work is exempt from electrical permit fees.

600.03 ADJUSTMENT OR RELOCATION OF EXISTING FACILITIES. - If required to permit the prosecution of the work, the adjustment or relocation, as approved by the Engineer, of existing electrical conduit and contained wires, existing pipes or existing ducts, where such conduit and pipes are 1-1/4 inches or less in nominal diameter and the ducts are one square foot or less in cross-sectional area, shall be considered Incidental Work. The adjustment or relocation of larger sized existing facilities, however, unless specifically indicated for such adjustment or relocation on the plans or in the Special Provisions, if necessary, as determined by the Engineer, shall be done as directed, as Extra Work in accordance with the requirements of Section 112.

600.04 FLOOR, WALL AND CEILING OPENINGS. - The Contractor shall secure the Engineer's approval of the locations for holes and openings in floor, walls and ceilings, necessary for the installation of electrical equipment, conduit, and appurtenances, and shall keep to a practicable minimum the size of such holes and openings. All requirements of Section 500.04 shall apply to the work under this Section, except that the use of any type of impact drill will not be permitted in basement walls or in sidewalks directly above basements.

600.05 UNINSPECTED WORK NOT TO BE CLOSED IN. - The Contractor shall not cover up nor enclose any of his work until it has been tested by him in the presence of the Engineer if testing is required, and until it has been inspected and approved by the Engineer. Should any of the work be enclosed or covered up before such testing and inspection, the Contractor shall, at his own expense, uncover the work and, after it has been tested, inspected and approved, restore such covering and enclosure.

600.06 ELECTRIC SERVICE. - The City will order the required electric services and pay all costs directly to the Pacific Gas and Electric Company. Any service equipment, materials and connections that are the responsibility of the Contractor shall comply with the current rules of the Pacific Gas and Electric Company.

For service other than for street lighting or traffic signals, the Contractor shall communicate with the Pacific Gas and Electric Company to determine the extent of the work that Company will perform, and the labor and materials the Contractor must furnish.

The Contractor shall make all arrangements with the Pacific Gas and Electric Company for the connection of electric services and, if required, for the installation of meters.

The Pacific Gas and Electric Company will make electric connections in their service handholes and manholes, and will install pole riser conduit and wiring from their service poles to the City pull box adjacent to each such pole.

Conduit and conductors from the work to handholes and manholes for service connections shall be furnished and installed by the Contractor, and will be paid for under the appropriate Bid item when conduits are bid at unit prices.
The Contractor shall be responsible for all materials and services required of him and for all charges by the Pacific Gas and Electric Company for energy used during testing and adjusting of the work, or for energy supplied for construction purposes. He shall do such work, furnish such materials and pay such charges as Incidental Work, payment for which shall be included in the price or prices bid.

600.07 BONDING AND GROUNDING. - All steel conduits terminating in manholes, pull boxes, and bases of standards and traffic signal controller shall be effectively bonded, both together and to exposed metallic surfaces of traffic signal controllers, metal standards and other equipment, by means of grounding bushings, bonding jumpers, grounding "studs" and screw-type pressure solderless lugs, as applicable.

Materials and devices used for bonding and grounding shall be in accordance with the requirements of Section 607 and wherever employed in this regard, the machine screws, lock washers and nuts shall be stainless steel.

Conduit bushings with grounding wedges and lock nuts may be substituted for grounding bushings.

The Contractor shall furnish and apply an anti-oxidant coating on all exposed junctions of bonding and grounding materials.

600.08 SERVICE INTERRUPTIONS. - Where work under the contract requires connection to existing services and it is necessary to keep the existing facilities in operation, as determined by the City, all service interruptions shall be held to a minimum and shall be scheduled in advance by the Contractor and approved by the Engineer.

Extra shifts of work resulting from the requirement that service cut-over operations be made at other than regular working hours, shall be done at no additional cost to the City.

600.09 SAFEGUARDING FIRE ALARM SYSTEMS. - The Contractor shall not cut into any existing City fire alarm conduit, shall not disturb, splice or cut any existing City fire alarm wiring, and shall take every precaution necessary, or required, to protect such conduit and wiring.

He shall be responsible for the repair or replacement, as required, to the satisfaction of the General Manager of the Department of Electricity and the Engineer, of any damage to existing fire alarm facilities resulting from his operations.

600.10 WORK AT UTILITY FACILITIES. - The Contractor shall conduct his work in manholes, vaults, handholes, and pull boxes of the Pacific Bell Company, the Pacific Gas and Electric Company, the Public Utilities Commission of the City and County of San Francisco, the Department of Electricity, and in all other such facilities not owned by the Department of Public Works, in strict accordance with the requirements of the owners thereof. He shall notify the owners of manholes, vaults, handholes, and pull boxes at least 48 hours before commencing work therein.

The Contractor shall not commence the installation of conduit into any manhole, vault, handhole, or pull box until an authorized representative of the owner thereof has designated the point of entry of the conduit. The Contractor shall install the conduit where designated.
Conduit installed to utility company manholes or handholes shall terminate within the wall thereof at a point 3/4-inch from the inside face of wall. The manhole or handhole wall shall be refinished and rounded off with Class B mortar to conform to the interior surface.

The Contractor shall not connect or disconnect any wire or cable, except that exclusively for traffic signal control, in any such manhole or vault.

All persons entering or leaving manholes or vaults shall do so only by ladders, so as to avoid damage to cables and other facilities.

Suitable barricades shall be placed around each open manhole, handhole, or pull box, and a flagman shall be stationed at the manhole during the entire time the manhole cover is off, in accordance with the applicable requirements of Section 110.12.

600.11 NAMEPLATES, SIGNS, AND MARKINGS.

General. - Unless otherwise specified on the plans or in the Special Provisions, the Contractor shall furnish and install nameplates and signs in accordance with the following provisions:

Nameplates. - The following shall be equipped with nameplates:

1. All motors, motor starters, motor control centers, control stations, control panels, and time switches;

2. Disconnect switches, fused or unfused; switchboards and panelboards; circuit breakers, contactors, relays, or other control devices in separate enclosures;

3. Power receptacles where the nominal voltage between any pair of contacts is greater than 150 volts;

4. Wall switches controlling outlets for lighting fixtures or equipment, where the outlets are located not within sight of the controlling switch;

5. Telephone, intercom, radio, television and other special electrical systems shall be properly identified at junction and pull boxes, terminal cabinets, and equipment racks;

6. Signal outlets, such as antenna, radio, television, microphone, audio-visual, and controls, such as volume controls and channel selectors; and

7. High voltage boxes and cabinets. (above 600 volts)

In addition, terminal blocks shall be furnished with legend strips, properly inscribed with circuit function or to correspond with notations on pertinent wiring diagrams. Legend strips shall be enclosed in clear plastic sheathings.

Nameplate inscriptions shall adequately describe the function or use of the particular equipment involved, and shall be subject to approval of the Engineer. Where nameplates are detailed on the plans, inscription and size of letters shall be as shown.
Nameplates for panelboards and switchboards shall include the panel designation, voltage and phase of the supply; for example: "Panel A. 277/480V, 3ph. 4W".

The name of the machine on the motor nameplates for a particular machine shall be exactly the same as that used on all motor starter, disconnect and control station nameplates for that machine.

Nameplates shall be laminated phenolic plastic, black front and back with white core, with lettering etched through the outer covering. Lettering shall be 3/16-inch high at control stations, thermal overload switches, receptacles, wall switches and similar devices, where the nameplate is attached to the device plate. At all other locations, lettering shall be 1/4-inch high, unless otherwise detailed on the plans. Nameplates shall be securely fastened to equipment with No. 4 Phillips, round-head, cadmium-plated steel selftapping screws or nickel-plated brass bolts.

Motor nameplates may be of non-ferrous metal not less than 1/16-inch thick, die stamped.

In lieu of separate plastic nameplates, engraving directly on device plates is acceptable, if approved by the Engineer. Engraved lettering shall be filled with either black or white enamel, as determined by the Engineer.

Warning Signs. - Warning signs shall be furnished and installed in accordance with the following provisions:

1. On enclosures containing high voltage equipment, the signs shall read, "DANGER - HIGH VOLTAGE - DO NOT ENTER." Signs shall be 7 inches x 14 inches, with all lettering 1 inch high, except the word "DANGER" which shall have 1-1/2-inch high letters. The aforementioned dimensions are minimum requirements.

2. On non-load disconnects and cutouts, the signs shall read "DO NOT OPEN UNDER LOAD." Letters shall be 1 inch high, minimum.

Warning signs shall be of standard manufacture, fabricated of No. 18-gauge steel, or heavier, with a procelain enamel finish. Letters shall be red on white background.

High Voltage Marking. - All high voltage boxes, cabinets, and conduits in exposed or accessible locations shall be marked with the letters "HIGH VOLTAGE." Markings shall be either by means of stenciling or with approved, pressure sensitive, self-adhesive markers.

The markings shall be located so as to be readily conspicuous at all times from any reasonable vantage point. All surfaces to be identified shall be dry and clean of any dirt, grease or loose surface material before application of markers. Backing cards shall be removed and installation completed in accordance with the manufacturer's instructions.

Letters shall be black on orange background, not less than 1-7/8 inches high. If the dimensions of the surfaces to be marked deem the use of 1-7/8-inch high letters impracticable, then a smaller size lettering shall be used, all as determined by the Engineer. On conduit runs, markings shall be applied at intervals not exceeding 10 feet in any
individual area. All markings shall be made after painting of all other work under the contract has been completed. Freehand lettering will not be acceptable.

600.12 WIRING DIAGRAMS. - Accurate, complete as-built wiring diagrams consisting of one or more good quality transparencies (sepias are not acceptable) and two sets of prints shall be furnished for each panel, cabinet or enclosure which houses electrical and electronic equipment, communicating equipment, controls and protective devices or which are used as wiring termination panels or cabinets. One set of the prints shall have each print laminated in clear plastic and attached to the inside of the door for single diagrams or enclosed in a clear heavy-duty plastic envelope and placed in a document holder or pocket mounted on the inside of the door for multiple diagrams. New single print wiring diagrams shall be furnished with brass eyelets, stainless steel screws, nuts, shakeproof washers and brass springs for attachment means.

In addition, the Contractor shall furnish and install a new wiring diagram in existing cabinets to which he has made modifications or circuit changes, or when modifications or circuit changes made by him affect the existing equipment within the cabinets. Existing wiring diagrams shall remain the property of the City, and the Contractor shall deliver them to the Engineer. Each replacement wiring diagram shall be properly dated, and shall make reference to the origin and number of the diagram it supersedes.

600.13 PRESERVATION AND CLEANING. - After all other work in the area, including sanding and painting has been completed, electrical equipment such as lighting fixtures, panelboards and switchboards shall be cleaned to remove all dust, dirt, grease or other marks, and the work left in a condition satisfactory to the Engineer.

600.14 MAINTAIN EXISTING ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT IN SERVICE.

General. - Existing electrical equipment or approved temporary replacements shall be kept in operation throughout the life of the contract.

The duration of each shutdown period shall be kept to a minimum by proper planning and preparation, and the provisions of Section 110.08 shall be observed.

Before commencing the work, the Contractor shall submit in writing to the Engineer a description and detailed schedule of his intended operations relative to keeping the electrical equipment in operation as hereinbefore specified. Such schedule shall be part of the Progress Schedule required by Section 107.04.

The Contractor shall furnish and install whatever temporary or permanent conduit, wiring, and equipment is necessary, shall make all connections and shall do all other work necessary to maintain normal operation. At the conclusion of the need therefore the Contractor shall remove all temporary facilities from the site.

The Contractor shall temporarily relocate existing City-owned equipment required to be maintained in service until replaced, where the present location thereof conflicts with an installation under the contract.
The Contractor shall be completely responsible for the maintenance and continuity of operation of any temporary electrical facility installed by him.

Before final acceptance of the work the costs of any emergency work necessary to be performed by City or other forces to repair any facility installed or damaged by the Contractor, including all investigative work relative thereto, shall be borne by the Contractor.

The cost of electrical energy required for any temporary facility will be borne by the City but the Contractor shall bear all costs of any temporary service connections.

Traffic Signals and Street Lights. - Shut down of traffic signal systems will be allowed during the period from 9:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M. subject to prior approval by the Engineer. Lighting system shutdowns shall not interfere with the regular lighting schedule unless otherwise permitted by the Engineer.

The Contractor shall notify the Engineer and the Department of Electricity, 901 Rankin Street, Telephone No. (415) 821-5591, at least 24 hours in advance of removing, disconnecting or doing any work on any existing traffic signal equipment, wiring or conduit, or placing in service any traffic signal equipment installed under the contract. Further, in the case of placing in service newly installed signal equipment, he shall similarly notify the Bureau of Traffic Engineering and Operations, Telephone No. (415) 558-3371.

Traffic signal controllers shall be first placed in operation only on Tuesday, Wednesday or Thursday between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m., provided such days do not precede a holiday.

In the event it is foreseen that the Contractor cannot complete the work to restore any existing traffic signal to normal service before 4:00 p.m., he shall install or reinstall temporary wiring at his own expense, to put such equipment in service by that time.

Lamps in traffic signal heads or luminaires installed or relocated by the Contractor that burn out during the life of the contract shall be replaced by him with new, approved equal lamps.

The Contractor shall notify the Engineer and the Bureau of Light, Heat and Power, Tel: 550-6507, 24 hours in advance of the time he will place new street light equipment and circuit in service or request clearances to work on or interrupt existing high voltage street lighting circuits.

Disconnection of any existing or temporary street lights will not be permitted until the new equipment has been tested and properly adjusted.

600.15 UNDERGROUND WORK.

Removing and Replacing Improvements. - Improvements such as sidewalks, curbs, gutters, portland cement concrete and asphalt concrete pavement, underlying material, lawns and plants, and any other improvements removed, broken or damaged by the Contractor's operations shall be replaced or reconstructed with the same kind of material as found on the work or with materials of equal quality. The new work shall be left in a serviceable condition.

Whenever a part of a square or slab of existing concrete sidewalk, curb, gutter, or driveway is broken or damaged, the entire square,
section or slab shall be removed and the concrete reconstructed as above specified.

The outline of all areas to be removed in concrete sidewalks and driveways and in pavement shall be cut to a minimum depth of 0.17-foot with an abrasive type saw prior to removing the sidewalk, driveways and pavement material. Cuts shall be neat and true along score lines, with no shatter outside the removal area.

The excavations required for the installation of conduit, foundations, and other appurtenances shall be performed in such a manner as to avoid any unnecessary damage to streets, sidewalks, landscaping, and other improvements. The trenches shall not be excavated wider than necessary for the proper installation of the electrical appurtenances and foundations. Excavation shall not be performed until immediately before installation of conduit and other appurtenances. The material from the excavation shall be placed in a position that will not cause damage or obstruction to vehicular and pedestrian traffic nor interfere with surface drainage.

Foundations from which electrical equipment has been removed and which are not to be reused in the work, as well as excavated materials not suitable for backfilling of constructing embankment, and all surplus excavated materials, shall be removed from the site by the Contractor as his property within 48 hours and disposed of in a legal manner.

Rock Cutter. - Conduits may be installed under roadway pavement by use of rock cutter in accordance with the following requirements:

Prior to starting trenching operations, the Contractor shall:

1. Notify all utility companies and have them mark the locations of their underground facilities on the pavement.

2. Use a pipe locator or other means to determine the depth of any pipe or conduit within the proposed trench line and to the depth of the proposed conduit installation.

The Contractor agrees that if any existing underground facilities are damaged due to his trenching operations that he will pay the cost to repair such damaged facilities.

Conduit shall be placed under existing pavement in a trench approximately 2 inches wider than the outside diameter of the conduit to be installed. Trench width shall not exceed 6 inches. The top of the installed conduit shall be a minimum of 9 inches below finish grade.

The outline of all areas of pavement to be removed shall be cut to a minimum depth of 3 inches with an abrasive type saw or with a rock cutting excavator specifically designed for this purpose. Cuts shall be neat and true with no shatter outside the removal area. Dust control shall be provided by using water with the cutting wheel.

The conduit shall be placed in the bottom of the trench and the trench shall be backfilled with commercial quality concrete, containing not less than 564 pounds of cement per cubic yard, to not less than 2-inches below the pavement surface for asphalt-surfaced roadways and 6-inches below the pavement surface for portland-cement concrete-surfaces roadways. This concrete backfill shall be colored red to serve as a warning for future excavations of the location of the installed conduit. The top 2-inches of asphalt surfaced roadways shall
be backfilled with asphalt concrete produced from commercial quality paving asphalt and aggregates, and the top 6-inches of portland cement concrete surfaced roadways shall be backfilled with commercial quality concrete containing not less than 705 pounds of cement per cubic yard and accelerating admixtures or other provisions of high-early strength. Calcium chloride shall not be used in concrete which will be in contact with metal conduit.

Spreading and compacting of asphalt concrete shall be performed by any method which will produce an asphalt concrete surfacing of uniform smoothness, texture, and density.

Spreading and finishing of portland cement concrete surfacing shall be performed by any method which will produce a portland cement concrete surfacing of uniform smoothness, and texture equal to the adjacent surface.

Except in intersection areas the alignment of the trench shall be adjacent to the concrete parking strip or gutter or where directed by the Engineer.

All trenches shall be backfilled with concrete the same day they are cut. The 2-inch asphalt concrete wearing surface shall be restored on these trenches no later than 3 working days after trenching.

All City noise requirements shall be observed in all operations.

600.16 PAINTING. All electrical equipment furnished and installed by the Contractor shall be painted unless it is factory painted. Existing equipment worked on by the Contractor shall be touch up painted. All painting done by the Contractor shall be according to Section 809.

Equipment cabinets, switchboards, and enclosures for which factory paint is available shall be factory painted. Factory paint shall be by electrodiposition process or equal. It shall consist of one prime coat and two coats of finish at the minimum. The finish shall have a dry film thickness of at least 3 mils. The finish outside color shall be ANSI 61 light gray and the finish inside color shall be ANSI 70 off-white.

All exposed conduits shall be painted to blend in with the background.

For street lighting and traffic signal work, all metal surfaces except luminaires and stainless steel screws shall be painted as follows:

Prime Painting.

First Coat: One (1) application of a zinc dust-zinc oxide paint conforming to the requirements of Federal Specification TT-P641, Type II, applied immediately following the completion of all prepainted preparations.

Second Coat: One (1) application of a pre-treatment vinyl wash primer conforming to the requirements of Caltrans Standard Specifications Section 91-2.07. The vinyl wash primer shall be applied by spraying or brushing to produce a uniform wet surface.

City furnished traffic signal standards shall be primed with one (1) coat of the zinc dust-zinc oxide paint specified above.
Finish Painting.

Two (2) separate and complete applications of finish paint shall be applied. Paint for the first application shall be tinted with a compatible coloring agent to slightly contrast with the color of the final application.

The paint used for the finish coats shall be one of the following:


3. Traffic Signal Dark Olive Green Enamel - Caltrans Standard Specifications, Section 91-4.02;

4. White Enamel - MIL-E-1115A

5. Aluminum Paint - Caltrans Standard Specifications, Section 91-2-2.08; and


The total thickness of applied paint at all points shall be not less than 5 mils.

600.17 TESTING.

General. - Whenever a unit is shipped in more than one piece, it shall be assembled to assure that it fits together and shall be tested as specified with all componentes assembled by the Contractor.

Factory Testing. - Electrical equipment units in bulk quantities (cables, panels, lighting transformers, etc.) of the same or similar type, rating, class, and characteristics shall receive a full factory performance test on the first unit, or when specified, the first unit of each batch.

Major electrical equipment units (motor control centers, switchgear, power transformers, engine/generator sets, etc.) each shall be fully factory tested per applicable standards.

All factory test results shall be documented, and copies identifying the applicable equipment unit shall be submitted to the Engineer.

Functional Testing. - Prior to start of functional testing, the Contractor shall perform the following tests in the presence of the Engineer.

Continuity - Each circuit shall be checked and tested for continuity.

Ground - Each circuit and equipment with grounding provision shall be checked and tested for grounds.

Circuits to be energized with a line-to-line voltage of 250 volts or more shall receive insulation resistance tests. These tests shall be made after all equipment has been connected. The insulation shall be tested with a 500 volt d.c. insulation resistance tester with a scale reading 100 megohms. The insulation resistance shall be 30 megohms or more.
A functional test shall be made by the Contractor, in the presence of the Engineer, in which it is demonstrated that each and every part of the system functions as specified. Each test shall be performed three times.

SECTION 601

RIGID STEEL CONDUIT, GALVANIZED

601.01 GENERAL. - The Contractor shall furnish and install galvanized rigid steel conduit complete with fittings and appurtenances, where and as shown on the plans or where required, including all excavating, backfilling, restoring pavement, and other Incidental Work necessary or required for a complete, legal and satisfactory installation.

601.02 MATERIAL. - Rigid steel conduit, including couplings, elbows, and nipples, shall be new, first quality, standard weight, wrought steel, galvanized on the exterior and interior surfaces and furnished with plastic thread protectors. Galvanizing shall be by hot-dipping, electroplating, sherardizing, or metallizing process, and shall meet the latest requirements of the National Electric Code. Each length shall bear the label of the Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc., and the name of the manufacturer.

All surfaces of conduit and fittings shall be free of obstructions, projections, roughness, blisters, scale, sharp edges and rust.

All conduit fittings, such as couplings, elbows, outlet boxes, junction boxes, caps and locknuts, shall be threaded fittings, and, together with covers therefor, shall be galvanized ferrous material.

Covers shall be furnished with neoprene gaskets cemented thereto and stainless steel screws. Gasket cement shall be of the type approved for automotive engine application. Non-cemented surfaces of gaskets shall be coated with a lubricant containing silicon and of the type approved for application on rubber-like materials.

Hot dipped galvanized rigid steel conduit shall be used for all installation underground, outdoors above ground, and cast in concrete.

Rigid steel conduit for above ground use in buildings, except conduit buried in concrete, may have sherardized or equivalent coating.

601.03 INSTALLATION.

General. - Rigid steel conduit shall not be cut with pipe cutters but shall in all cases be cut with a hack saw. Both ends of every length and piece of conduit shall be carefully reamed open to the full diameter, and all burrs and sharp edges shall be removed. Threads shall be cut clean and true with sharp dies. No connections shall be made with defective threads. No pipe fittings, except caps, shall be used. Three piece union couplings shall be used at each point of conduit union. All conduit and screwed fittings shall be securely tightened and installation made in a workmanlike manner.

Except for indoor work in dry locations, the external threads only of all steel conduit and fittings, except at grounding bushings, shall be well painted with conductive pipe joint compound before assembly, so that the compound will not be forced into the conduit in tightening the
joints. The heating of any metallic conduits for the purpose of bending is prohibited.

All conduit, including existing conduit intended for reuse, damaged on the job, before and during installation, shall not be used in the work, and shall be removed from the job site immediately.

Conduit shall be brought into pull boxes and junction boxes in such a manner that sufficient space is allowed for proper bonding of the conduits. All conduit shall be installed so that the cable or wire will not be damaged in pulling.

After installation, the Contractor shall clean out all new and reused conduits by pulling a mandrel or steel brush, approved by the Engineer, through each run. At all stages of the work, everything possible shall be done to prevent foreign material from entering conduits.

All ends of conduit not immediately connected or used shall be capped. After conductors have been installed, the ends of conduits terminating in pull boxes and control enclosures shall be sealed with an approved type of sealing compound.

Conduit fittings shall be installed with the cover facing the installer, and so that the cover screws are accessible and not obstructed. The Contractor shall furnish and install all necessary fittings for attaching the conduit at its entrance to equipment.

Where metallic conduits enter panel boxes, pull boxes, or outlet boxes, except where entering concrete pull boxes, the conduits shall be secured in place by galvanized locknuts and bushings, one locknut inside and one locknut outside the box, and a bushing on the conduit end, all drawn tight to insure perfect electrical and mechanical contact. The locknuts shall be tightened against the box without deforming the box. Insulating bushings shall be installed as required by code. Insulating bushings shall have the insulating material permanently fastened to the fittings.

The installation of conduit, to facilities of utility companies or to facilities not owned by the Department of Public Works, shall be in accordance with the requirements of Section 600.10.

Where existing conduits are shown on the plans to be reused and any portions thereof are damaged or the ends and terminal elbows thereof are rusted or lack threads, the Contractor shall furnish and install conduit, elbows and nipples to replace the existing conduit. Such conduit replacement will be paid for as Extra Work. Such Extra Work will be approved only if, in the opinion of the Engineer, the Contractor has made every reasonable effort, including the use of compressed air and approved lubricants and solvents, to use the existing conduit; further, the Extra Work will be subject to the limitation that work to the extent specified to be alterations shall be done as Incidental Work.

On Structures. - Where conduit runs are exposed, whether singly or in multiple runs, whenever possible they shall be installed straight and true, parallel with respect to each other and the adjacent construction, or perpendicular thereto.

Neither perforated strapping nor steel wire will be acceptable as conduit supports. Conduit clamps for surface mounted conduits on steel poles shall be attached using stainless steel round head screws.

A minimum separation of 6 inches shall be maintained between conduits and steam or hot water lines.
Except for offsets required to connect conduits to enclosures, all changes in directions of conduit runs installed on walls and structures shall be made with condulets of the approved type.

Holes drilled for conduit through walls and other structural members shall be completely sealed around the conduit with caulking and waterproofing compounds in accordance with recommendations of the manufacturer.

Surface mounted conduit on poles and standards shall be installed on the side opposite the roadway or intersection.

The use of an impact rotary type drill for drilling holes through concrete walls is prohibited.

Conduit and conduit clamps installed on structures, and basement and other concrete walls and ceilings, shall be primed with one coat of Subox Incorporated, Subalox No. 111FD, or Dupont No. 67-Y-744, or equal primer, and finish painted with one coat of approved aluminum paint, all in accordance with the requirements of Section 809.

Each conduit run in basements shall be identified with one-inch high letters stenciled in black at intervals not greater than 18 feet.

**Underground.** - The Contractor shall lay underground conduit in open trench, except that he may install rigid steel conduit in the ground by opening sections of trench and pushing the conduit from one opening to the next without breaking the surface between openings. However, conduit may be jacked only by a machine which does not rotate the conduit and which applies a constant pushing or pulling force, not impact, provided that the conduit is not damaged nor the galvanized coating removed, and provided that existing underground facilities will not be damaged.

In addition, jacking of conduit will be permitted only when the conduit is preceded by a fitting having a diameter twice that of the conduit being installed. Such a fitting may be a section of conduit or pipe with a reducing coupling and square head pipe plug on the lead end, and a reducing coupling of the proper size on the other end.

If jacking of conduit is employed, inspection holes shall be opened, as required, for the Engineer to determine compliance with the requirements for depth and line.

Except as hereinafter specified, conduit shall not be installed at a depth greater than 36 inches below pavement surface, nor 30 inches below ground surface in unpaved areas; and minimum depth of conduit shall be 24 inches in roadway areas and 18 inches in sidewalk and unpaved areas.

If an existing pipe or duct is in the path of, or obstructs, the laying of underground conduit at normal depth, and if such pipe or duct extends to a depth greater than 3 feet, the conduit shall cross over the pipe or duct. If such pipe or duct extends only to a depth of 3 feet or less, the conduit shall cross one foot below the pipe or duct.

Conduit installed beneath railway track beds shall be installed one foot below the bottom of the ballast bed.

Where parallel runs of conduits are installed in a common trench, such conduits shall have a minimum separation of two inches.

Conduit holes through any underground walls shall be filled as specified for bridge abutment walls.

Where basements exist under sidewalks in the path of conduit runs, the Contractor shall notify the owners of the affected buildings and
arrange for installing the conduit in each such basement. Conduit placed in basements under sidewalk shall be attached to the street retaining wall of the basement or shall be supported from the sidewalk structure immediately adjacent to the retaining wall as determined by the Engineer.

Where underground conduit changes direction, long radius sweeps shall be used instead of short bends, and in no case, except at foundations or where otherwise specified, shall a bend radius of less than 30 inches be used. Bends at foundations or other underground structures shall be of maximum possible radius, in no case less than 12 times the internal diameter of the conduit. Conduit shall not be flattened in bending, and shall be free of kinks and indentations. In addition, unless otherwise directed, the maximum number of bends in any conduit run shall be as follows: a run of conduit between the bases of standards and controller pedestals shall not contain more than the equivalent of two 90° and one 45° bends; a run of conduit between pull or junction boxes shall not contain more than the equivalent of three 45° bends; a run of conduit between the base of a standard or controller pedestal and pull or junction box shall not contain more than the equivalent of one 90° and one 45° bend.

601.04 PAYMENT. - Rigid steel conduit, galvanized, of each size, if the Proposal does not contain a Bit Item therefor, shall be furnished and installed as Incidental Work and payment therefor shall be included in the price or prices bid.

If the Proposal contains a Bid Item or Bid Items for rigid steel conduit, galvanized, each size thereof for which there is a Bid Item, satisfactorily furnished and installed, complete in place, as specified, will be paid for at the price bid per linear foot.

The quantity to be paid for will be the aggregate length of conduit measured along the actual longitudinal centerline, thereof in place, including all fittings, bends, elbows and bushings in the conduit runs. The length of any fitting connecting sections of conduit of different sizes will be included in the length of the larger size conduit.

If the Proposal includes a Bid Item or Bid Items, other than for conduit, specifically for or specifically including appurtenances such as pull boxes and junction boxes, no deduction will be made from the aggregate length of conduit because of such appurtenances in the conduit run.
SECTION 602
ELECTRICAL METALLIC TUBING

602.01 GENERAL. - The Contractor shall furnish and install electrical metallic tubing complete with fittings and appurtenances, where and as shown on the plans or where required, including all Incidental Work necessary or required for a complete, legal, and satisfactory installation.

All applicable requirements for rigid steel conduit and fittings and the installation thereof shall apply equally to electrical metallic tubing and fittings.

602.02 MATERIAL. - Electrical metallic tubing shall be cold rolled steel tubing with a zinc coating on the outside and a protective enamel coating on the inside.

Fittings shall meet the same requirements for finish and materials as electrical metal tubing.

602.03 INSTALLATION. - Electrical metallic tubing may be used at the following locations only:

1. In furred spaces.
2. In partitions other than concrete or solid masonry
3. For exposed work above switch height indoors, except on boiler structures or in refrigerated rooms.
4. In hollow concrete block walls, in the vertical cells or horizontal courses not containing steel.

602.04 PAYMENT. - Electrical metallic tubing shall be furnished and installed as Incidental Work and payment therefor shall be included in the price or prices bid.

SECTION 603
FLEXIBLE CONDUIT

603.01 GENERAL. - The Contractor shall furnish and install flexible conduit, complete with fittings and appurtenances, where and as shown on the plans or where required, including all Incidental Work necessary or required for a complete, legal, and satisfactory installation.

All applicable requirements for rigid steel conduit and fittings and the installation thereof shall apply equally to flexible conduit and fittings except that flexible conduit shall not be installed buried in the ground or embedded in concrete.

603.02 MATERIAL. - Flexible conduit shall be spirally wound continuous length steel strip with a continuous zinc coating. Fittings shall be of an approved type which clamp the flexible conduit securely to the fitting.
Liquid-tight flexible conduit shall be hot-dip galvanized, spirally wound continuous length steel strip, with continuous extruded polyvinyl covering and watertight connectors.

603.03 INSTALLATION. - The installation of flexible conduit shall be in accordance with the following requirements:

1. All flexible conduit installed in outdoor or damp locations and inside refrigerated rooms shall be liquid-tight type.

2. Flexible conduit shall be used for connection of all motor terminal boxes to conduit stubs, outlets or junction boxes. Flexible conduit connecting to splash-proof or totally-enclosed motors shall be liquid-tight type, regardless of location. Where motors are mounted on sliding bases, the flexible connection shall be of sufficient length to allow full travel of motor on base.

3. Continuity of equipment ground shall be obtained by installing inside the conduit a bonding wire, each end of which shall be attached to an outlet or junction box by separate lugs for each wire.

603.03 PAYMENT. - Flexible conduit shall be furnished and installed as Incidental Work and payment therefor shall be included in the price or prices bid.

SECTION 604

RIGID PLASTIC CONDUIT

604.01 GENERAL. - The Contractor shall furnish and install rigid plastic conduit, complete with fittings and appurtenances, where and as shown on the plans or where required, including all Incidental Work necessary or required for a complete, legal, and satisfactory installation.

All applicable requirements for rigid steel conduit and fittings and the installation thereof shall apply equally to rigid plastic conduit and fittings.

Rigid plastic conduit and fittings shall be impervious to soil or environmental chemicals, and that for use underground shall be designed for direct burial and shall have a minimum wall thickness of 1/8 inch. Only virgin materials shall be used in the manufacture of rigid plastic conduit. Such conduit containing reclaimed materials will be rejected.

Rigid plastic conduit and fittings shall be designed for solvent-weld joining.

604.02 INSTALLATION. - Cover for rigid plastic conduit shall be as specified in Section 601.03 except that, if not encased in concrete, the minimum cover shall be 30 inches measured from the finished ground or pavement grade, as the case may be.

Connections shall be made in accordance with the manufacturer's recommendations, a copy of which the Contractor shall give to the
Engineer in the field. All joints shall be made watertight and vapor-proof. All conduit shall be kept clean during construction.

After the conduit has been aligned, proper fill material shall be placed and carefully and firmly tamped under, around and over the conduit with hand tampers, in accordance with the requirements of Section 703.

604.03 PAYMENT. - Rigid plastic conduit, of each size, if the Proposal does not contain a Bid Item therefor, shall be furnished and installed as Incidental Work and payment therefor shall be included in the price or prices bid.

If the proposal contains a Bid Item or Bid Items for rigid plastic conduit, each size thereof, for which there is a Bid Item, satisfactorily furnished and installed, complete in place, as specified, will be paid for at the price bid per linear foot.

The quantity to be paid for will be as specified in Section 601.04.

SECTION 605

PLASTIC COATED RIGID STEEL CONDUIT

605.01 GENERAL. - The Contractor shall furnish and install plastic coated rigid steel conduit, complete with fittings and appurtenances, where and as shown on the plans or where required, including all Incidental Work necessary or required for a complete, legal and satisfactory installation.

All applicable requirements for rigid steel conduit and fittings and the installation thereof shall apply equally to plastic coated rigid steel conduit and fittings except as otherwise specified herein.

605.02 MATERIAL. - Conduit shall be as specified for rigid steel conduit, galvanized. Conduit shall be coated with polyvinyl chloride or polyethylene. The exterior thermoplastic coating shall have a minimum thickness of 35 mils.

605.03 INSTALLATION. - Plastic coated conduit shall be cut only with pipe cutters. Hack saws shall not be used to cut plastic coated conduit. Coated conduit shall be threaded with standard conduit threading dies. Coating shall not be removed prior to the threading, but shall be removed by threading die only. Conduit shall be tightened into couplings or fittings using strap wrenches or approved groove joint pliers.

Plastic coated conduit couplings and conduit damaged by wrenches, groove joint pliers, threading machine chucks or otherwise shall be wrapped with at least one layer of 2-inch wide, 20-mil, minimum thickness, polyvinyl chloride tape, conforming to ASTM "Standard Methods of Testing Pressure-Sensitive Adhesive Coated Tapes Used for Electrical Insulation," Designation D 1000, with a minimum tape overlap of 1/2 inch. Before applying the tape, conduit and fittings shall be cleaned and painted with one coat of rubber resin based adhesive as recommended by the tape manufacturer. Damaged spots in the plastic
coating may be repaired by painting over with a brushing type compound as supplied by the conduit manufacturer, in lieu of the tape wrap.

Plastic coated conduit shall be bent with a standard bending tool designed for use on plastic coated conduit, and shall be free of burrs and pits.

605.04 **PAYMENT.** - Plastic coated rigid steel conduit, of each size, if the proposal does not contain a Bid Item therefor, shall be furnished and installed as Incidental Work and payment therefor shall be included in the price or prices bid.

If the proposal contains a Bid Item or Bid Items for plastic coated rigid steel conduit, each size thereof, for which there is a Bid Item, satisfactorily furnished and installed, complete in place, as specified, will be paid for at the price bid per linear foot. The quantity to be paid for will be as specified in Section 601.04.

SECTION 606

ELECTRICAL BOXES

606.01 **GENERAL.** - Boxes shall be installed in concealed locations flush with finished surfaces. Boxes shall be installed in a rigid and satisfactory manner. Wall-mounted boxes shall be supported independently of conduit by bar hangers in frame construction or fastened directly with wood screws on wood, bolts and expansion shields on concrete or brick, toggle bolts on hollow masonry units, and machine screws or welded threaded studs on steelwork. Threaded studs driven by a powder charge and provided with lock washers and nuts are acceptable in lieu of expansion shields. Where boxes are concealed in walls, if not embedded in concrete, the hole shall be no larger than required to receive the box. Free standing boxes shall be secured to concrete floors or slabs with anchors or other approved means. Locations indicated on the plans are approximate.

Boxes shall be furnished with screw-fastened covers. All boxes shall be readily accessible and shall not be installed in finished areas. Pull boxes shall be provided not more than 150 feet apart in long runs, unless otherwise approved by the Engineer.

Where indicated or required, specified boxes shall be installed below grade with cover flush with finished grade in locations outside of paved areas or walkways. If adjacent structure is available, NEMA 3R box may be mounted on structure surface just above finished grade in unobtrusive location.

Exterior boxes in ground and pavement shall be precast concrete complete with concrete or steel cover, drain rock and fittings such as pulling irons, cable racks and ground rods where specifically required.

A concrete slab, 3 feet x 3 feet x 3-1/2 inches, shall be furnished and installed around each pull and junction box installed in unpaved, rock and asphalt concrete sidewalk areas unless otherwise noted.

In addition to cover legends shown on the plans, additional cover legends may be used as applicable. Cover legends shall be confirmed in the shop drawing review process.
Boxes for embedment in structure concrete shall be of code gauge sheet steel of the size as shown on the plans. Boxes shall have gaskets and drains. Each box shall have a grounding lug. Boxes shall have a factory or shop applied final paint finish except where installed in a wet location. At wet locations the boxes shall be hot-dip galvanized. All boxes mounted on concrete walls shall have concrete contact surfaces coated with polyethylene tape or coal tar mastic.

Boxes shall be gasketed cast metal type having threaded hubs in outdoor locations, and shall be flush or surface mounted on exterior surfaces.

Boxes in other areas shall be of the cadmium-plated or zinc-coated sheet metal type. Boxes shall be not less that 1-1/2-inches deep. Ceiling and bracket outlet boxes shall be not less than 4-inches octagonal. Switch and receptacle boxes shall be 2-inches by 4-inches minimum.

Junction boxes for conduits below grade shall be of the watertight, cast metal type. The minimum size shall be 8 inches by 8 inches by 4-inches.

602.02 PAYMENT. - Electrical Boxes, if the Proposal does not contain a Bid Item therefor, shall be furnished and installed as Incidental Work and payment therefor shall be included in the price or prices bid.

If the Proposal contains a Bid Item or Bid Items for Electrical Boxes, each type of box for which there is a Bid Item, satisfactorily constructed or furnished and installed, as the case may be, complete in place, as specified, will be paid at the unit price bid therefor.

SECTION 607
MATERIALS, DEVICES AND APPURTENANCES

607.01 GENERAL. - The Contractor shall furnish, and place or install, as the case may be, all materials, devices, and appurtenances necessary for the satisfactory construction of complete legally operable electrical facilities, where and as shown on the plans or where required, and including all other necessary or required Incidental Work.

607.02 PAYMENT. - Materials, devices, and appurtenances used in the construction of electrical facilities shall be furnished, and placed or installed, as Incidental Work, and payment therefor shall be included in the price or prices bid.
SECTION 608
WIRE AND CABLE

608.01 GENERAL. - The Contractor shall furnish, install, connect, test and label, where required, all wire, cable and appurtenances, where and as shown on the plans, as required by the specifications and where required for a satisfactory, safe and legally operable installation, including doing all other necessary or required incidental work.

608.02 MATERIAL.

Conductors 600 Volts and Below. - Conductors shall be copper with the type of insulation specified. Conductors, including insulation, cabling, jacket, filler, shielding, covering, and testing, shall meet all applicable requirements of IPCEA S-19-81 and S61-402. Conductor sizes shall be not less than those shown.

Conductors No. 8 AWG or larger shall be stranded and have THW insulation. Conductors No. 10 AWG or smaller shall be solid and have THWN insulation. Conductors shall be factory color-coded with a separate color for each phase used consistently throughout system.

Fixture wire shall be furnished and installed in fixtures and at equipment where the specified power and control wire does not have the required temperature rating. Fixture wire shall be 600-volt, silicone rubber insulated, 200°C, type SF-2 fixture wire with stranded copper conductors.

All traffic signal conductors shall be Type UF.

Conductors Above 600 Volts. - High-voltage conductors shall be stranded copper with crosslinked polyethylene (XLP) insulation, extruded semi-conducting strand and insulation shields, copper drain wires and a polyvinyl chloride jacket. The conductors shall be single-conductor, shielded, 5 KV, 133 percent insulation level, UL Type RHH/RHW, or shielded, 15 KV, 133 percent insulation level as indicated and shall meet applicable portions of IPCEA S-66-524, NEMA WC7-1971 and AEIC Ionization Level Requirements. Cable shall be UL listed Type MV-90.

All high-voltage conductor splices and terminations shall be made with approved splice and termination kits rated for application to 25 KV system and suitable for the type and size cable furnished. Slip-on type terminators, shall be used suitable for single-conductor, cross-linked polyethylene insulated cable of the size indicated. Terminators rated in accordance with IEEE No. 48, pothead Standards shall be provided.

Equipment Grounding Conductors. - Conductors for equipment grounding shall be stranded copper. Conductors shall have green Type THWN insulation.

Control Cable. - Control cable shall be stranded multiconductor, color-coded, industrial control cable. Cable shall be insulated in accordance with IPCEA S-66-524.

Single conductors (Type I) shall be nineteen-strand, No. 14 AWG minimum copper conductors, 600-volt, individually insulated with
color-coded (IPCEA Method 1) cross-linked polyethylene, conductor group covered with polyester-film tape. Conductors shall have overall PVC jacket.

One twisted and shielded pair (Type 2) shall be seven-strand, No. 18 AWG minimum tinned-copper conductors, 300-volt, individually insulated with polyvinyl chloride. Insulated conductors shall be twisted into a pair. Paired assembly shall be covered with aluminum-polyester cable tape, 12.5 percent overlap, and tinned-copper drain wire. Conductors shall have overall PVC jacket.

Multi-twisted and shielded pairs with a common overall shield (Type 3) shall be seven-strand, No. 20 AWG minimum, tinned-copper conductors, 300-volt, individually insulated with numeric printed coded polyvinyl chloride. Insulated conductors shall be twisted into pairs. Paired assembly shall be covered with aluminum-polyester cable tape, 12.5 percent overlap, and tinned-copper drain wire. Conductors shall have overall PVC jacket.

Traffic Signal Multiconductor Cable. - Traffic signal multiconductor cable shall be jacketed with twelve (12) 600-volt insulated, No. 14 AWG, solid, copper conductors. Cable shall meet the requirements of International Municipal Signal Association, Inc., Specification No. 19-1 1983 (or current later date). The function of each conductor and corresponding insulation color code shall be as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Insulation Color</th>
<th>Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>Dial 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black w/white stripe</td>
<td>Spare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>Common</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White w/black stripe</td>
<td>Spare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red</td>
<td>Spare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red w/black stripe</td>
<td>Spare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange</td>
<td>Flash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange w/black stripe</td>
<td>Offset 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green</td>
<td>Offset 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green w/black stripe</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Traffic Signal Inductive Detection Loop Cable. - The cable shall consist of a continuous, unspliced, No. 14 AWG, stranded, copper conductor with 600-volt, type THHN or THWN insulation loosely encased in a flexible polyvinyl chloride (PVC) tube. Tubing shall be rated 105°C and shall have wall thickness of 1/32-inch, inner diameter of 0.182-inch (Min.) - 0.198 (Max.), dielectric strength approximately 900 v/mc, moisture absorption.

608.03 INSTALLATION.

General. - Wire and cable shall not be pulled into conduits until conduits have been cleaned. The installation of any wiring in conduits shall not take place until the Contractor has demonstrated to the Engineer's satisfaction and approval that the Contractor has employed all means necessary, or required, to clean and prepare the conduits for the installation of wiring therein.

Pulling wire and cable into conduit or trays shall be completed without damaging or putting undue stress on the cable insulation.
Soapstone, talc or UL listed pulling compounds are acceptable lubricants for pulling wire and cable. Grease is not acceptable. Raceway construction shall be complete and protected from the weather before cable is placed.

All wires or cables shall be pulled into or out of a conduit at the same time. If new wiring is to be added in a conduit containing existing wiring, the existing wiring shall first be withdrawn. Both the new and the withdrawn existing wiring shall be attached to a common pulling device and drawn into the conduit simultaneously.

No wire or cable shall be pulled by an automobile or truck, but mechanical devices with quick-release mechanisms may be used if such devices are specifically approved by the Engineer. Cable shall be pulled by means of approved cable grips of "wire baskets.

Splices shall not be made on conductors except at pullboxes, manholes, boxes, outlets, devices supplied with pigtails, cabinets or panels. Splices shall not be permitted in conduit bodies. Wire connectors of insulating material or solderless pressure connectors properly taped for all splices shall be used. Soldered mechanical joints insulated with tape will not be acceptable. Vinyl plastic tape of suitable quality is acceptable in lieu of rubber and friction tapes. Connectors shall be approved for the type of conductor material used. Solid conductors shall be spliced with electrical spring connectors. Conductor and cable markers shall be provided at splice points.

Connectors shall be tool applied compression type. Connectors shall be tin-plated high-conductivity copper. Connectors for wire sizes No. 10 AWG and smaller shall be nylon self-insulated locking-spade terminals. Connectors for wire sizes No. 8 AWG and larger shall be NEMA one-hole lugs up to size No. 3/0 AWG, and NEMA two-hole or four-hole lugs for size No. 4/0 and larger. Mechanical clamp, dimple, screw-type connectors are not acceptable.

Terminations at devices with 120-Volt pigtails leads shall be made using self-insulating tubular compression connectors.

Compression lugs and connectors shall be installed using manufacturer's recommended tools.

Conductors No. 6 AWG and smaller in panels and electrical equipment, shall be bundled and laced at intervals not greater than 6 inches, spread into trees and connected to their respective terminals. Lacing shall be made up with plastic cable ties. Lacing is not necessary in plastic panel wiring ducts. Conductors crossing hinges shall be bundled into groups not exceeding 12 and shall be so arranged that they will be protected from chafing when the hinged member is moved.

If existing strapping or lacing of wiring is disturbed in the course of the work, the Contractor shall replace or restrap it as applicable.

All wires terminating in a metallic enclosure or any designated termination enclosure shall terminate on a terminal board equipped with screw-type or box-type numbered terminals fabricated from copper or copper-alloy material. Wiring terminating on screw type terminations shall be equipped with self-insulated self-locking, spade-type terminals. Each power and control conductor shall be identified by an approved marking system and means at each terminal to which it is connected. All power and control cables shall have clear, distinctive and permanent marking on the outer surface throughout the entire length showing manufacturer's name or trademark, insulation type letter designation, conductor size, voltage rating, and number of conductors.
All wires and cables shall be of sufficient length to provide for slack loops and routing along the walls in all pull boxes, condulets, switch enclosures, manholes, and handholes. Slack loops shall not be less than 3 feet long in handholes and shall not be less than 6 feet long in sidewalk pull boxes, junction boxes, and manholes.

For traffic signal work all wiring shall be tagged as to origin or destination (such as "SE CORNER") in accordance with the plans and wiring diagrams. Tags shall be made of sheet aluminum or brass and shall be stamped with the appropriate marking, subject to the approval of the Engineer. Tags shall be fastened to the conductors in all pull boxes, manholes, bases of standards, and other enclosures. Additional tagging requirements for traffic signal wiring are set forth hereinbefore.

Control Cable. - No splices shall be made without permission of the Engineer. Splices shall be located where necessary, only in readily accessible cabinets or junction boxes using terminal strips.

Maintaining the integrity of shielding of control cables is essential. Special care shall be taken in cable installation to insure that grounds do not occur because of damage to the jacket over the shield.

After installation and conductor termination the Contractor shall perform tests witnessed by the Engineer to insure that control cable shields are isolated from ground, except at the grounding point. All improper grounds shall be removed at no additional cost to the City.

Conductors Above 600 Volts. - Splices will not be permitted unless specifically indicated or approved by the Engineer. Terminators shall be provided at the high voltage switchgear, unit substation high-voltage switches, and at other locations shown on the plans.

All splices and terminations shall be made in strict accordance with the cable manufacturer's instructions. These instructions shall be submitted to the Engineer for approval before any splices or terminations are made. Splices and terminations shall be made by craftsmen experienced in this work. Once started, any splice or termination shall be completed as a continuous operation.

Two working days' notice shall be given to the Engineer prior to making the splices or terminations to allow the Engineer to witness the actual work if he elects to do so.

The ducts, raceways, manholes, pull boxes, etc., required for the high-voltage cables shall be arranged so that the installed minimum bending radii of these cables is 12 times the overall cable diameter.

Testing. - High voltage cable shall be tested after installation in the presence of the Engineer. Each length of each phase cable in the system shall be tested with splices and terminations in place but disconnected from equipment. Necessary test equipment, experienced testing personnel, and necessary electric power shall be furnished.

High-potential tests shall be performed in strict accordance with IPCEA S-660524, Voltage Tests After Installation. Use dc test voltage of 65 KV for 15 KV (133 percent insulation) cable and 25 KV for 5 KV (133 percent insulation) cable applied for 15 minutes. Current and voltage shall be recorded as a function of time throughout each test. Test results shall be included in operations and maintenance manuals. Cables not passing tests shall be replaced or tests repeated. Repaired cables must pass the same test.
WARNING: Following these tests, hazardous voltages may exist on the cable. Immediately following tests, cable tested shall be grounded to permit any charge to drain to earth.

608.04 PAYMENT. - Wire and cable, if the Proposal does not contain a Bid Item therefor, shall be furnished and installed and Incidental Work and payment therefor shall be included in the price or prices bid.

If the Proposal contains a Bid Item or Bid Items for wire or cable, each for which there is a Bid Item, satisfactorily furnished and installed, complete in place, as specified, will be paid for at the lump sum price bid therefor, or at the price bid per linear foot, as the case may be.

SECTION 609

PAYMENT

Electrical work, satisfactorily constructed or furnished and installed, complete, in place, as specified, will be paid for at the lump sum price bid therefor, except that if electrical work is not shown on the Proposal, it shall be done as Incidental Work, and payment therefor included in the price or prices bid for the improvement of which it is a part.

END PART 6